Charging Station Warranty Renewal
Sponsor: Rebecca Shuey, Freshman Class Representative

Understanding the popularity and common usage of the five on-campus charging stations previously purchased by the Student Assembly,

Aware that the cost of renewing warranties for said charging stations is far cheaper than repairing unexpected damage or disrepair to the stations,

Informed that the five charging stations around the Austin College campus, located in the IDEA Center, the WCC Cafeteria, the Hopkins Center, the Administration Building, and the WCC Pouch Club, are in need of renewals to maintain respective warranties,

Be it resolved the Student Assembly approves the lifetime warranty renewals for

- Two Infinity Unbound-Renewal Charging Stations (Part #12114), each costing $99.00 for a total of $198.00, and
- Three Bridge to Infinity Charging Stations (Part #12116), each costing $199.00 for a total of $597.00,

for a grand total of $795.00.